Clownfish
Turtle
Tropical Fish
Starfish
Jellyfish
Octopus
Seahorse
Thank you for downloading this printable pack from Easy Peasy and Fun.

By downloading this printable you agree to these terms of use

* **Free for Personal and School Use**
You are free to print and use these printables at your home or at a school (or other educational setting).
- you may download and print these materials for your personal or classroom setting use.
- you **may not** copy, edit, modify or redistribute these files (except for your personal use or classroom setting).
- if you want to share these files with a friend please send them the link to the page on www.easypeasyandfun.com that hosts the printable.
- you **may not** host these files online or send them via email.

* **No commercial use**
- you may not sell this printable - neither the PDF file or printed material
- no other commercial use allowed.

* **Blogging about this pritnable**
You may blog about the use of this printable pack but a link back to the page that hosts the printable (not directly to the PDF file) is required.

Andreja @ Easy Peasy and Fun